


Shaping  
  the future 
of finance

Impact fintech’17



Be part of the most unique fintech event  
in Europe. Come to the place where meaningful 
connections are made. This is the spot  where the 
most established financial institutions on earth  
get together with new market disruptors.

This two-day event, we will address all the latest  
questions in digital finance. Attend to benchmark  
yourself against the competition and discover how  
the fintech community is making financial services  
faster, easier and more secure every day.

This year’s event is focused on exploring the exponential 
technologies and emerging strategies that are  
fundamentally shifting the entire financial playing field.

Exponential Finance meets in Poland!



1000+
attendees

100+
partners

Why attend?

 Hear from those forging new trails in payments,   
 blockchain, lending, robo-advisors, insurance tech  
 and more

 We attract hundreds of fintech entrepreneurs,  
 but also investors and service providers that  
 help accelerate startups

 Join +150 speakers to network and learn about  
 alternative payments, person-to-person (P2P)  
 lending, security solutions, big data, blockchain,   
 mobile apps, social investing, personal financial  
 management, next-generation online banking   
 platforms and much more

150+
speakers
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Cezary Stypułkowski, mBank

“The most dynamic conference  
in Poland with the best content”

Bartosz Ciołkowski, Mastercard

“Impact is a place where we can discover several  
stimulating, fresh and new ideas as well as connect  
with many inspiring individuals”

“In terms of production, content, diversity, generating 
interest and providing good opportunities to mingle - 
the event was outstanding. It was easy to see that you 
had put a lot of effort and thought into the fine details“ 

Tal Sharon, Fintech Aviv
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Tracks



AI, data  
& algorithm  
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investments

distributed 
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insurteche-commerce



A well regulated industry fosters innovation, protects consumers and increases financial  

inclusion, but in an era of digital transformation, dominated by the new technologies and  

unique business of innovative fintech companies, regulations can also be an entry barrier.  

That is why regulators are faced with the challenging task of creating laws with foresight.

Impact fintech’17 will analyse the different models of collaboration between the key players  

in the financial services ecosystem, placing special emphasis on consumers and service  

providers. We will also look at and discuss recent as well as upcoming regulatory changes  

that are sure to have a major impact on the financial services industry.
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The payment industry is, no-doubt, growing at a healthy rate, in large part thanks to innovations 

disrupting the global landscape. A paramount shift is taking place, away from physical currency 

and cards toward a range of new payment options such as mobile payments and digital wallets. 

An explosion of solutions and choices offered to consumers and businesses is convenient and 

also, more importantly, it allows a constant business growth, improved customer retention and 

expansion to new markets.

At Impact fintech’17 we will discuss all of these advances with a special focus on a secure 

customer experience, personal finance management, data analytics and more.
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Fintech innovators are also redefining the lending paradigm by simplifying and expanding access 

to capital. This is particularly important to small and medium sized companies which, in many 

cases, ceased to exist as a result of the lengthy, complicated formalities related to acquiring 

financing. Digitally based lending platforms are here to help consumers and business get the 

funding they need quickly and efficiently. At the same time, as result of regulatory concerns and 

the threat it possesses to traditional lenders, this industry has become the subject of ongoing 

debate and speculation.

Impact fintech’17 will touch on the diverse services available on the market – from peer-to-peer 

lending, third part invoice trading platforms to reward-based and equity crowdfunding platforms. 

Coverage will include their business models, sources of data and credit decision methodologies, 

future prospects and implications on incumbent players.
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A well regulated industry fosters innovation, protects consumers and increases financial 

inclusion, but in an era of digital transformation, dominated by the new technologies and unique 

business of innovative fintech companies, regulations can also be an entry barrier. That is why 

regulators are faced with the challenging task of creating laws with foresight.

Impact fintech’17 will analyse the different models of collaboration between the key players in 

the financial services ecosystem, placing special emphasis on consumers and service providers. 

We will also look at and discuss recent as well as upcoming regulatory changes that are sure to 

have a major impact on the financial services industry.
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The disruption of traditional financial institutions has resulted in the availability of many new 

services for consumers as well as business opportunities for companies. It has also caused growing 

concerns regarding cyberattacks that could potentially undermine the value of the services being 

provided. Security and trust are the core of any financial service. The industry players face  

a number of challenges in this respect, balancing issues associated with advancing technologies 

responsible for transmitting as well as storing customer data, optimizing security and managing  

risk with those related to customer convenience and legal requirements that, if not met, could result 

in large financial penalties.

At Impact fintech’17 top industry leaders will not only analyse those challenges in great detail  

but also present innovative solutions, such as biometrics or algorithm-based technology, which 

effectively assist in the automation process and reduce losses related to fraud.

Although the concept of artificial intelligence has been around for a long time, it is only recently 

that AI has become an increasingly integral part of our everyday lives. This is particularly true in 

the financial services industry where innovation is largely based on and backed by AI and data 

analysis solutions. In contrast to traditional, established financial institutions, innovative fintech 

companies base the success of their business models, in large part, on providing a superior  

customer experience. And it is only through effective gathering and analysis of customer data 

that a service can be truly personalized.

At Impact fintech’17 we will look at those solutions being implemented by leading companies 

in developed market – ones that translate into a real competitive advantage. In addition, we 

will also hear from industry experts who will present various features making things like credit 

scoring or fraud detection easier and enabling personalized messaging.
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Disruption of financial services happens on various levels. Many solutions once believed to pose 

a serious threat to traditional players are now allowing them to stay in the game by triggering 

far-reaching changes in banking procedures. To what extent is distributed ledger technology 

influencing the financial industry? Can blockchain technology do to financial services what the 

internet has done to communication? Will it solve industry problems related to inclusion, privacy, 

security, cross-border services and commerce?

The coverage of Impact fintech’17 will include an analysis of practical applications of bitcoin, 

including its use by the leading world banks in attracting a cryptocurrency ecosystem and  

experiments being undertaken in innovation labs. We are continuously defining the future  

of the blockchain!

New financial and commerce solutions designed to make shopping, purchasing and payment 

easier as well as more efficient are introduced daily. At the heart of these quick and continuous 

changes is a better all-around customer experience. Impact fintech’17 will cover issues related 

to omnichannel retail, Internet of Things and utilisation of data.

What is the role of POS technologies and how are they expanding the merchant categories? 

What are the new segments of commerce to be digitalised? Discover with us at Impact fintech’17!
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The digital transformation has been a major challenge for the insurance industry which, thus 

far, has been slow in catching on to it. Insurtech technologies are designed to help address 

the growing needs of digital clients. The increased use of big data in the insurance industry, 

especially as it relates to collecting information about consumer and analysing their behaviour, 

is impacting it in a big way. Innovative technologies are helping insurance firms better analyse 

trends and make more accurate predictions than ever before while delivering real-time pricing 

and truly personalized services.

Impact fintech’17 will cover the current key trends in the insurance industry including insurance 

telemetrics, usage based insurance, application of artificial intelligence that are transforming  

the way we acquire our insurance policies and more.
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The disruption of financial industry affects all of us, from traditional institutions  

re-evaluating their strategies, through fintech and techfin newcomers introducing more  

effective and low-cost solutions and models supported by growing levels of investment,  

political agendas or accelerators to daily users being recipients of those services.

Impact fintech’17 will take a closer look at these dynamics including

Impact fintech’17 will take a closer look at these dynamics including great examples of  

partnerships between startups and corporations, growing popularity of corporate VCs  

as well as investment trends and hotspots with a focus on the CEE region and key learnings  

and insights from entrepreneurs successfully scaling their products. We are defining the  

future of fintech now!
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Impact fintech’16



A pitching session intended  
as a presentation of the best 
startups in Europe

Startup4export

A cross-industry workshop –  
an innovative way of educating 
in response to market needs

EduHackathon

A pitching session  
for selected startups

Startup Arena

A series of 1:1 meetings  
for business, startups  
and academics

Impact Link

A stage dedicated to workshops 
organized by the event partners

Workshop Stage

Side activities



European  
Hub  
Meeting

Cocktail reception conducive  
to picking up contacts in an 
informal setting

Networking

A business support spot, presenting 
public institutions and ways in which 
they can help companies grow

Business Booster

Meet The Leaders
An informal meeting where  
attendees will have the  
opportunity to meet speakers



The space is arranged specifically for startups. The circular stage and the surrounding  

audience seats make up the Startup arena, where pitches of selected startups and other forms 

of presentation (for example, discussions with investors) will be held for two days. During that 

time around 60 companies will hold presentations for the event’s audiences. The Startup arena 

project will include a competition for the best startups (exclusively for the pitching sessions), 

where the audience will choose their favorites using an application.

Startup Arena

The stage is dedicated to workshops organized by the partners of the event (both commercial 

and content partners). The audience will be able to actively participate in the presentations 

by asking questions and entering into discussions with the speakers. Each workshop will be 

enhanced with graphic materials, films and digital presentations displayed during the speeches.

Workshop Stage

A pitching session taking place on the main stage for several selected startups. Each company 

will have the opportunity to present before the jury and the audience for a few minutes.  

Each session will be followed by a question and answer session so that the jury can better  

understand the presented project. At the end of the pitching and deliberation, the jury will 

choose the victorious startup who came up with the best presentation.

Startup4export



A specially designated zone intended for meetings of investors and the startups. The idea of 

the meetings is 1-on-1 conversations held at the arranged stands. The matching process of 

the participants will take place automatically at the stage of registration for the event. This will 

allow to generate a meeting calendar and set a schedule for the zone. The staff at the reception 

desk will oversee all activities at the event site, including the order of the meetings and the  

on-site registration. The reception desk will also serve as a venue for arranging additional  

meetings, exchanging contacts, and gathering feedback after the meetings.

Impact Link

EduHackathon is dedicated to tackling an interdisciplinary issue with the use of design thinking 

tools. The meeting will take the form of an expert creative session with financial industry  

representatives, fintech start-ups, administrators and the academic community. Including  

representatives from all sectors allows to look at the issue from different perspectives and  

find the optimal solution for all stakeholders. The summary of the results of the session will  

be presented on the main stage.

EduHackathon

An opportunity to talk with selected speakers, the second day of the event after the  

substantive part. Meet the Leaders is an informal meeting where participants will line up  

for a conversation and discussion with the designated speakers.

European Hub Meeting



An open party for all participants of the event, taking place directly after the substantive part 

on the first day of Impact fintech’17. During the meeting, the guests will have the opportunity 

to strengthen their contact networks in a relaxed atmosphere, with music and a drink.

Networking Cocktail

An opportunity to talk with selected speakers, the second day of the event after the  

substantive part. Meet the Leaders is an informal meeting where participants will line up  

for a conversation and discussion with the designated speakers.

Meet The Leaders

Meetings at the stands of public institutions which aim at an active dialogue between these 

institutions and business representatives. Business Booster will allow each participant of Impact 

fintech’17 to consult their solutions, ask questions and seek advice. The gathering is mainly 

dedicated for entrepreneurs. The appointment will be possible both before and during the event, 

at the reception desk for two days of Impact fintech’17. The coverage of Impact fintech’17 will 

include an analysis of practical applications of bitcoin, including its use by the leading world 

banks in attracting a cryptocurrency ecosystem and experiments being undertaken in innovation 

labs. We are continuously defining the future of the blockchain!

Business Booster



Dele Atanda, IBM Interactive Experience



Upcoming partners
Public adm.



Institutional partners Media



Impact’17 
May 31st – June 1st, 2017 
Krakow

5000 attendees

300 speakers

150 partners

SciTech Poland  
April 24th – 28th, 2017  
Hannover Messe 

25  
presented  
technologies

10  
research institutes

250 000  
visitors annualy

Impact  
over time



Impact’16 
June 15th – 16th, 2016 
Krakow

3500 attendees

200 speakers

125 partners

Act to make an impact

Impact fintech’16 
December 7th – 8th, 2016  
Wroclaw

750 attendees

100 speakers

100 partners



See you in Katowice!



Contact 

Partners 
hanna.zietkowska@impactcee.com 

karolina.wojciechowska@impactcee.com

Speakers
joanna.kasprowicz@impactcee.com

Agenda
marta.liberska@impactcee.com

Media
aleksandra.zarychta@impactcee.com

contact@impactcee.com



Define the money  
of tomorrow with us

www.impactcee.com

@ImpactCEE

#makeanimpact

#impactcee

#impactfintech

save the date  Impact’18 / 13 - 14.06 / Krakow


